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India is an agriculture based country. It is a land of villages with most of its area used as farmlands
and the majority of population having agriculture as their profession. This trend was very prominent
in the earlier years as industries were very limited, with agriculture based industries existing in even
lesser numbers. Agriculture products were used as final products in the form of food items with very
less processing. But with the development of Indian economy many changes influenced every
sector and even the agriculture sector was not left untouched. Westernization being the most
significant influence new concepts such as â€˜fast foodâ€™, â€˜instant foodâ€™ and â€˜food supplementsâ€™ came in
which did not exist earlier. Agriculture and food based industries emerged and Agriculture Business
became one of the most sought after profession.

The business required qualified manpower specialized in the fields of product development,
research, sales, marketing, customer care etc. To cater to the ever increasing demand for skilled
manpower in agriculture and food based industries, the Management Colleges started including
Agriculture business management courses in their course curriculum. These courses targeted
towards producing well trained management graduates in the field of agriculture. Also specialized
Agriculture Business College in India came up offering various courses pertaining only to the field of
agriculture. Here studies and researches are conducted to increase the productivity of agriculture
goods and modern technologies innovated to replace the age old unproductive methods of
cultivation. Their main objective is to bring about overall development in agriculture and food based
industries.

The Top management institutes in India thus aim to provide the most intellectual man power to
revolutionize the agriculture sector. They have the best of faculties and facilities and their course
curriculum is industry based. Doyens in the field of agriculture management provide their valuable
inputs from time to time in the seminars and workshops organized by these institutes. Also their
suggestions in improving the course curriculum and methods of teaching are incorporated. The
agriculture based industries thus provide their valuable support to the management institute. The
students are immensely benefited in this process. Their talents are fully improvised in these
institutes under the guidance of able teachers. When they pass out the graduates are offered high
salaried jobs with optimum job satisfaction.

Thus the role of Management Institute in India Business is very significant. It is a win- win situation
for both the management institutes and the industries as the institutes get to improve their standard
of education and with 100% placement records and secure their positions in the top spots. On the
other hand the industries get to employ the best manpower produced by these institutes to further
strengthen their business and go ahead of their competitors.
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